Abstract. The residual stress in laser additive manufacturing titanium alloy sample was measured using indentation stress measurement method. The residual stress variation formulas was fitted with the major process parameters such as laser power, scanning speed, the powder feed rate etc.. It was studied that the influence of processing layers and scanning corner on the specimen residual stress. The results show that the specimen residual stress increases first and then decreases with the increase of processing layers, and the maximum appears in the fiftieth layer, in addition, the residual stress in the side of corner sample is mainly pressure stress, the maximum appearing in the 150°scanning angle, the minimum appearing in the 120°scanning angle. Therefore, it can reduce the overall sample residual stress effectively by an obtuse angle scanning trajectory.
Introduction
Titanium alloy is more and more widely used in aviation equipment, because it has a series of advantages such as low density, high strength, corrosion resistance and so on. The traditional method of manufacturing large titanium alloy structure, overall forging for example, the process is long and complex, in addition, the requirement of the manufacturing technology and equipment is high, and the forming technology is difficult. It not only needs ton class heavy hydraulic forging industrial equipment, large-size forging billet machining and forging die manufacturing, but also needs large parts machining remove, long CNC machining time, low material utilization, long production cycle and high manufacturing cost [1] . Titanium alloy laser additive manufacturing technology integrates the latest achievements in the field of mechanical engineering, CAD / CAM, CNC technology, laser technology and materials science. It can quickly transform design idea into a prototype with a certain structure and function or manufacture parts directly, reducing the processing costs significantly [2] , Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of titanium alloys laser additive manufacturing technology. Titanium alloy laser additive manufacturing technology use the high-energy laser directly on the titanium alloy powder [3] . On one hand, the laser rapid heating and cooling provides extreme non-equilibrium conditions which can not be achieved by conventional means for material processing, making the parts have small, densification tissue and excellent overall performance, on the other hand, the uneven temperature field caused by the local heat input would inevitably lead to local heating effect, leading to weld pool solidification and cooling process inconsistent [4, 5] , resulting in the residual stress and deformation in the parts. The residual stress has very negative impact on the parts performance, the stability of the structure size and the forming precision [6] . It will directly lead to the crack defects severely [7] (shown as Fig.2 ). Therefore, it has important practical significance on the laser additive manufacturing technology to study the residual stress.
Theory and Method
Indentation stress measurement method is a new type of residual stress measurement method generated in recent years, it has a smaller damage to the sample, is a convenient and accurate measurement method. The principle of the method described as follows [8] . In the plane stress field, the material flow caused by indentation pressure will cause the material relaxation deformation (the material shortened in tensile stress zone, and elongated in compressive stress zone). Simultaneously, the plastic zone self-generated by the indentation and its surrounding stress-strain fields will produce a corresponding change under the action of the residual stress. The strain variation arise from the superposition of the two deformation behavior can be called superimposed strain increment. Indentation method using The resistance strain rosettes was used as the sensing element in the Indentation stress measurement method. Indentation on the axial center of the strain gate with a certain size was made by mechanical loading, shown as Fig. 3 , superimposed strain increment was recorded by strain gauges, using the relations between elastic strain and superimposed strain that measured beforehand to obtain the residual strain, then use Hooke's Law to calculate the residual stress. 
Experiments
The experiment is conducted on 5 KW CO 2 cross flow laser device, and the measurement sample is prepared in a vacuum environment. The powder and the substrate material is both titanium alloy. Polish the substrate before the experiment to remove the surface oxide scale layer and increase its surface finish, and then wash it with acetone. The titanium alloy powder is placed at 120 centigrade vacuum environment for drying treatment. Utilizing single factor experiment method to study the affect of laser power, powder feed rate and scanning speed to the residual stress. The specific process parameters are shown in Table 1 . In the experiment, the staggered scanning method (shown in Fig. 4 ) was used, the samples are shown in Fig. 5 . To study the affect of layers to the residual stress, four samples were manufactured with the parameters shown in Table 2 . All the four samples are shown in Fig. 6 , there layers were 30, 50, 70, 100 respectively. To study the affect of scanning angle to the residual stress, the parameters shown in Table 3 (single-channel reciprocating scanning method) were used to create samples with the scanning angle as 30 °, 60 °, 90 °, 120 °, 150 ° respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 . 
Experimental Analysis
The samples manufactured under different process parameters were measured by the indentation stress measurement method, Table 4 shows the results, the results were the mean of three points , residual stress. Table 4 The residual stress measurement results in different process parameters
Multiple regression method was used for multiple linear regression analysis, the regression formula shown as formula (1) . In order to improve the accuracy of regression, linearization formula (1) as the formula (2) shows. Then fitted the empirical formula as formula (4) shows.
R CW V G
Where R is the residual stress, C is a constant, W is the laser power, V is the scanning speed, G is the powder feeding rate.
ln Table 5 shows the results. 
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From Table 5 , it can be seen that, with the increase of layers, the residual stress first increases and then decreases. As Fig. 10 shows, the maximum residual stress appears in the fiftieth layer, the stress value is larger in the layer range of 30~50, the rate of increase is 55.3%, the stress value is smaller in the layer range of 50~70, the rate of decrease is 24.4%, and when the layer number greater than 70, the residual stress tends to be uniform and changed smoothly.
The samples manufactured under different scanning angles were measured by the indentation stress measurement method, Table 6 shows the results. From table 6, it can be seen that the residual stress in the side of corner sample is mainly pressure stress, the maximum (the value is 415.965 MPa) appearing in the 150°scanning angle, the minimum (the value is 336.84 MPa) appearing in the 120°scanning angle. 
Conclusion
The single factor experiment method was utilized to study the affect of laser power, powder feed rate and scanning speed to the residual stress, and fitted the residual stress formula variation with the main parameters. Definitely studied the variation of the residual stress changed with laser power and other major parameters. The results show that the specimen residual stress increases first and then decreases with the increase of processing layers, and the maximum appears in the fiftieth layer, so it can be seen that the layer was not positive correlation with the residual stress. In addition, the residual stress in the side of corner sample is mainly pressure stress, the maximum appearing in the 150°scanning angle, the minimum appearing in the 120°scanning angle. Therefore, it can reduce the overall sample residual stress effectively by an obtuse angle scanning trajectory.
